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unique Mclay
fheFortress
I
design allows
for a sharper entry
permitting a better ride and
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9) Very dry boat
10) Very buoyant hull with no
keel (floats in less water than
conventional hulls).

less spray. Reverse chines

allows greater stability with

4.8 Side Console Fofiress

a large deadrise. Floor
height is reduced to the
bottom of the boat resulting
in lower centre of gravity.

Extra Features these boats
have include
O Self drain cast deck
O Live bait tank STD (not
plumbed)
o Rear casting platforms
o New designed transom
o Fully enclosed transom
with four hatches.
o 3 storage compartments
o Top left hatch is the live
bait tank
O The transom offers more
space and more improved
comfofi for fishing offshore.

Increased floatation is
achieved by pressurised
buoyancy tanks removing the
need to use foam.
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The Mclay hull has a buff
finish and is coated with
Nyalic to seal the aluminium
and reduce oxidisation.
When you have a look at
one of these exceptionally
made hulls you will agree the
craftsmanship is second to
none.

The Fortress Range

4.4m Fortress Dinghy
4.8m Fortress Dinghy
4.Bm Side Console
5.0m Side Console
Fortress Standard Features &

For more information and
the latest prices and
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Reef Marine,

26 Prospect Street. Mackay.
Queensland 4740

Benefits

Phone: (07) 4957 3521

1) Plate construction (extra
strong)
2) Rolled bottom hullwith
chines (no stress on material)
3) Fully welded checker plate
floor
4) Longitudinal ribs
5) Air buoyancy chamber
under floor (no foam)
6) Nyalic coated (seals
aluminium from corrosion,
reflects the heat and easier to
keep clean)
7) Fully drained front casting
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8) Super quiet ride (no more
tinny slap)
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5.0m Side Gonsole Fortress
Designed for the serious
offshore fisherman and spear
fisherman with a transom pod,
and boarding platforms on
either side with a boarding
ladder for access.

F&B's Plate Alloy Boats Of Australia

reefm@easynet.net.au
Web:
www.reefmarine. net
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